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The trouble,with lesbians is that they are women first andhomosexuals 
second. In a male-dominated society such as ours a male homosexual has 
only one set of problems - those relating to his homosexuality. He still 
enjoys the privileged status of being a mail. A lesbian suffers the stigltla of 
being a homosexual and a second-class citizen - that is, a woman. 

As a lesbian she cannot satisfactorily subscribe to the much lauded 
ambitions of a good marriage at 18, two kids by the time she's 21, and a 
lifetime dependence on "mother's little helpers" and good works committee 
boredom. Typically, she makes 11.er own way through a welter of 
discriminating hurdles - jobs, leg!tl and property transactions, taxation and 
the like. Let us not mention the social hostility towards a single female who, 
because she is both female and single, must of necessity be illogical, 
irrational, unstable and emotional, having failed to catch her man. i''Miss" at 
the age of 35. becomes an abbreviation for "missed." 

Camp Inc has continually stressed the equality of individuals of whatever 
sexual persuasion .. In . any struggle for s:uch recognition, women have a 
significant role to play, since itis they who stand' to gain most. 

The aims of Camp Inc and Women's Lib are completely complementary, 
as a reading of the Women's Lib manifesto in this issue will show. Our aim is 
not simply law reform - women do not need this - but a general 
restructuring ofs9cial attitudes. · 

The women members of Camp Inc should no_t allow themselves the 
luxury of falling into the trap -of believing that because they are women, and 
therefore second.:.class citizens; that they are second-cla~s members of Camp 
Inc. They should endeavour more actively to participate in the hmning of 
various programmes within Camp Inc. · · · · 

. Wallflowers are decorative,·but hardly functio_ nal. 
. . 
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• 

women 
The Editors, 
Camp Ink. Dear Chris & John, 

by Jill Roe 

I was asked by the Editors of MEJANE, the newspaper produced by the Sydney Womens 
Liberation . Grbup, to write ari ·· article on the relationship between lesbianism and womens 
liberation. Perhaps it is also worth publishing in Camp Ink; though I would be glad if you do so if you would 
also publish this explanatory cover note. ·· 

li:l the interstices of our social fabric hides the lesbian, 
about whom we know very little - and of whom it is hardly 
necessary to know more. Female homosexuals do not 
constitute a troublesome minority, nor are they 
victims of particular injustices. Being inconspicuous, and 
having in common onlv their sexual situation - some would 
say preference - they are hardly likely to draw attention to 
themselves, either individually or collectively. Since their 
situation is as yet literally inexplicable, the disinterest of 
psychologists, sociologists and the whole garriso~ of so?ial 
concern is probably more helpful than harmful - m the view 
of those concerned, too. Hard-up Ph.D. candidates in America 
have oh occasion investigated the sexuality of women 
prisoners and other institutionalized women; some 
psycho-analysts editing case studies of homosexuality include 
a modicum of female cases; and of necessity popular 
psychology texts include brief studies of the_ acknow~edge_d 
but quickly carpetted phenomenon.• The mformat10n 1s 
variously unilluminating, except perhaps for anguished young 
women seeking reassurance that they are not the only ones in 
the lesbian situation. Particularly unilluminating are the 
popular texts: for instance, D.J. West's llomosexuality 
(Penguin, 1960) devotes only two of 181 pages to female 
homosexuality, acknowledging that 'the female problem has 
been even more neglected than the male,' while Anthony Storr 
in Sexual Deviation (Penguin 1964) is bolder but less 
believable. Storr thinks lesbianism results from a failure of self 
identity, and compares the lesbian to 'the normally 
self-confident W9TT181) fwhol is in competition _with other 
women. Perhaps Radclyffe Hall, who broke the silence in the 
twenties with The Well of Loneliness, and Djuna Barnes' 
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Yours sincerely, 

Jill Roe. 

Nightwood, also written in the twenties, remain the most 
imaginative, if misguided, introductions to the · phenomenon 
after all? If we acknowledge the fundamental ignorance which 
envelopes the phenomenon; the always latent sensationalism, 
and the much wider taboos which operate against the lesbian 
as against the whole subject of f~male sexuality (particularly in 
Australia?), it might fairly be asked whether it is in anyone's 
interest to raise the subject. Since a good deal of most lesbians' 
time goes in preserving this silence, which is in some ways 
protective of those who maintain it, there needs to be good 
reason for breaking it, Who am I to say that it is in anyone's 
interest? What good reasons can be, or have been - advanced 
for the public discussion of lesbianism? 

There are many of course; but the most important one to 
be examined· here is that lesbianism might be relevant to the 
liberationist analysis of the position of women in our society. 
Lesbians might have something to add to that analysis; that 
they have a good deal to gain from an improvement in the 
position of women is assumed as something to which most of 
them would assent. 

As far as I have been able to locate them, there seem to be 
three issues which have to be examined before the relevance of 
lesbianism to liberation can be established. Firstly, perhaps the 
very phenomenon of lesbianism provides evidence of the 
general oppression of. women. Secondly, perhaps lesbians 
themselves have special evidence which cannot be garnered 
from other women about the general position of women in 
society. Thirdly, perhaps lesbians in opting out of sexual 

• politics suggest a model for the New Woman, or at least a 
signpost to her. These issues may be put as three propositions 
- lesbianism~as-eyidence, lesbians-as--evidence, lesbian-as-model 



· - arid examined in.tum. 
How far, then, is lesbianism the product of the oppression • 

of women? Actually, it is not clear whether 
lesbianism-as-evidence is relevant or not. It could be that in the 
final analysis,·Jes.bianism is ari extremist reaction.to the female 
role (West suggests this as one of many possibilities). But if 
that is so, why aren't all extremists lesbians? Plainly almost 
none of them ar.e. This is true despite the would-be amused, 
really alarmed response that Women's Libbers must have 
'tendencies' and 'affinities' (see Barry Humphries' satiric 
reference to "the vociferous founder of Dyke. Inc., Greer 
Current", in the Sunday Review, June 6, 1971)., Certainly the 
doctrines of sisterhood are open to. this interpretation; and 
historically, previous liberating movements have had 
exponents of a lesbian mystique, as in the case of Christabel 
Pankhurst-in Paris; however I doubt that Women's Lib. is a 
lesbian plot. Alternatively, why aren't all lesbians extremists, 
at least in later life? In fact many long for 'the female role', or, 
a mere step on, 'the male role', and are busily role-conforming, 
even so far as it is possible in the characterizing sexual 
situation and so far · as to voice the reactionary and 
self-indulgent wish for children via artificial insemination. 
Without exploring these· anomalies, it seems to me hard to 
explain why. one in twenty rejects the female role and the 
remaining nineteen in some way of another accommodate it, if 
only one very general factor, the oppression of women, is 
taken into account. It is surely Jar more likely that lesbianism 
is evidence of deep childhood and/or adolescent disturbance 
and of interactions too deep and individualized to be traced 
back to role rejection alone. Other factors, like personality 
structure, situation, and it must not be yet dismissed, genetics, .. 
must be examined, and must be equally explanatory. 
Lesbianism-as-evidence, on the face of it, is weak. The 
phenomenon far from clinches the case. 

To what extent, secondly, do lesbians have special evidence 
to offer? The lesbian-as-evidence proposition is stronger, but in 
my opinion, stronger in terms of emphasis rather than in terms 
of originality. No one would denyr the validity of the lesbian's 
social gestures or social awareness, defensive and 
sharpened as they must be in any outsider. She 
would automatically know about second- class 
citizenship, the more emphatically for having it permanently. 

"Did you hear the one about the /Utle Dutch 
boy who stuck his finger in the dyke?" 
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At some point, for the sake of stability, integrity, or even 
self-protection, · most . lesbians · would give up· . the . bisexual 
pretence and. all other such fantasies of social integration, 
which other single women might entertain to the deathbed. 
There • are of course exceptions to this· and certain advantages 
over other women perhaps in terms of 'personal freedom. 
There are difficulties, however, with her emotional as distinct 
from social experiences; the evidence here is rather confusing. 
Simultaneously an outside and an insider ~of i~e women's 
movement), who knows what gestures she might advance as 
relevant to the cause? After all, if one of the hopes of 
Women's• Lib. is to undermine female competitiveness and 
assert that there can be real bonds between women, one of.the 
needs of lesbians is directly opposite, to de-emphasize the 
bonds felt with other women and to establish real .relationships 
with males. The lesbian-as-evidence proposition is relevant in 
the sense that her evidence is socially relevant and supportive; 
but I would think any other 'evidence' demanded critical 

evaluation. 
Thirdly, how valid is the idea that lesbians provide a 

signpost to the New Woman: the proposition of 
lesbian-as~model? It would be ortly too obvious to argue that 
lesbians are women· who have opted out of a male-dominated 
society, abandoned conventional roles, evaded sexual politics, 
and sought in sisterhood the satisfaction of every need: 
security, sexuality, and so on. Some lesbians assert this is what 
they have done, and the importance of their position. Thus 
Martha Shelley writes in "Notes of a Radical Lesbian" in 
Sisterhood is Powerful (Vintage Books, 1970): 

The lesbian, through her ability to obtain· love and sexual 
satisfaction from other women, is freed of dependence on 
m~n for love, sex and money. 

Many liberationists might applaud. In the · first flush of 
e~citement and: isolation following the. recovery. of self, they 
might see a p10neer ahead. However, the lesbian-as-model 
proposition is both shaky and superficial. Shaky, because 
assertions like MarthaShelley's are. ex post facto: after not 
before .the fact, a consequence not a cause of their situation. 
Lesbians may thin~ this 'Yay because they are already lesbians; 
they do not .think this way and then become lesbian. 
Superficial, because to think that way you do not need to be 
or become, a lesbian; and it is also difficult to disentangle the 
merely self-validating from the wider assertions which seem to 
~e in. accord with li~~rationist aims. I1;1sofar as this proposition 
is senously, not satmcally advanced, it misunderstands sexual 
deviance as a thing in itself, a thing which is not wilful but a 
sexual situation in which some people (women) find 
themselves. It is doubtful whether the. lesbian, as lesbian is 
any special model available to liberationists. A survival kit, 
perhaps? · 

In conclusion the relevance of .lesbianism to the 
liberationist analysis is open to serious questioning. However . 
if lesbian.i&m is as yet beyond its scope, lesbians are not Tw~ 
points have emerged from this discussion. Firstly, any 
liberationist move which takes itself seriously must .take the 
evidence of unhappy women wherever. they are to be found 
and from the interstices, some lesbians do have emphatic and 
relevant evidence to offer. Lesbians then are simply among the 
many who potentially belong, and differ only as widows 
for instance might differ, in a different · sexual situation. 
Secondly and basic· to the · whole discussion · any liberatiQnist 
move which hopes to act responsil;>ly should acknowledge the 
uncertainties and fears of that sexual and · social situation 
which produces the category lesbian. Lesbians are hidden in 
the interstices of society for two very good reasons: they are 
homosexuals and they are' women. Any stances which. glibly 
slide over the complex relationship between the two facts are 
to be avoided, both in terms of personal .costs and political 
progress. 
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MANIFESTO 
WE·APPEAL TO WOMEN TO COMBINE IN SOLIDARITY 
TO MAKE THESE DEMANDS AND, SIMULTANEOUSLY 
TO SECURE THE UNDERSTANDING AND 
COOPERATION OF MEN IN MAKING THEM. 

Women's Liberation is not a feminist movement, i.e., it is 
not narrowly confined to the struggle of women for equality 
with men in the present society. The aims of Women's 
Liberation are TOTAL in the sense that the liberation of 
women must concur with the liberation of all individuals 
from a situation in which the only socially accepted mode of 
self-expression or development is in terms of pre-defined 
sexual roles. 

A woman is never taken for herself: she is always "Bill's 
bird", "the little woman" or just "mum". Her greatest ·· 
humiliation lies in the situation where her decorated body, 
being the subject of male phallic fantasies and the consequent 
source of much commercial profit, determines her VALUE 
both in her own ideas and those of the male. 

But that the male regards the female in this way 
indicates that he, too, is imprisoned within a sexual role: 
potency and/ or virility become for him fetishized and, in 
worshipping them, symbols of his power over woman. 
(The woman, knowing herself to be desired, exploits this 
male-obsession: in this sense, and in others, the power 
relationship is reciprocal.) This situation, because no male 
can ever measure up to such absolute potency, leads to male 

. fears, real {hough false, as to his "virility"; his '"masculinity." 
Just as the woman is required to fulfil expectations of her 
role as sexual object, wife, mother, so is the male required 
to fulfil exp~ctations of him as actor in the outside world. 
To succeed as bread-winner he mu.st develop qualities 
required for success in our society: aggressiveness, com
petitiveness, emotional detachment, and, since he is always 
involved in authoritarian work, structure, authbritarianism. 
Moreover, in a national society that relates to other 
societies· in terms of power ( economic and military), he has 
to be trained, psychologically and physically, for the 
military role, as instrument of his nation's power-obsession. 
Ifhe rejects this role on political/moral grounds, society 
calls him "coward", "sissy"; and, since much of self
definition and security is based in the dominant role of 
"masculinity", his whole being in relation to the existing 
world may be called into doubt. 

"Masculinity ,".like "femininity", is a role socially 
imposed: it is a role reflecting the historical process in 
which man's ('man' used as-to signify the male human . 
species in abstract) greater p4Ysical strength determined him 
as, progressively, hunter, armed protector, commander of 
armies, ruler of society. This role derives from the first 
division of labour, which was sexual, required for man's 

· management of basic scarcity. 
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Women's Liberation Movement, 
Adelaide. 
Box 65, P~O., 
NORTH ADELAIDE. 5006 

In modern society, where basic scarcity no longer exists 
and there is productive potential to satisfy all needs, where 
technol()giaal mastery has removed the need for human 
psysical strength, the masculine role _and its counterpart, 
the feminine role, need no longer exist. This is true not 
orily of the primary social roles ( the sexual ones) but of all 
social roles. That is to say, we are now in an historical 
situation that has the potential for individuals to free them
selves of being defined by role structures, of a situation 
in which, the role having defined the behaviour appropriate 
to it, the individual has become a reactive being, not an 
active subject. The historical possibility now exists for 
-individuals to realise themselves in terms of human 
creative potential and sociability. 

Our society talks of "love" between male and female· 
but this "love" is a mystification, the rationale for the ~odern 
marriage/family institution - for how can spontaneous 
feeling or communication of self take place when individ-
uals relate not to each other as individuals, but to each other as 
theoccupi~rs of predefined roles? How can the generous 
free reciprococity that is human occu.r when the nature of 
these sexual roles is to make the male dominant over the 
female? - for reciprococity can only occur in a situation 
between equals. 

Accordingly, the freeing of woman from her subservient 
role, the assertion of her freedom as an individual, must 
simultaneously involve an attackon the male role. Men 
must have demonstrated to them the destruction of human 

. relations that they perpetuate in clinging to their dominance 
as males. For males are frustrated in their possible wish for 
communication of their dreams and despairs to the indivi
dual closest to them by the obstacles arising from the pre
definition of the other ( the female)~ a pre-definition 
usually mutually established and maintained - as 
illogical, irrational, ignorant of the affairs of the world, 
gossipy, frivolous, etc. particularly when that other expects 
him to know how to handle the world and despises him if 
he admits any failure here. 

If we believe that men and women are individuals, 
each with an experience of the world unique to them, who 
can relate to this world as active critical subjects rather 
than passively behaving as the. occupants of pre-defined 
i:oles, then why does this individuality not express itself, 
throw off these chains? The answer lies in the nature of 
the social system in which they exist. As Herbert Marcuse 
says: Domination is in effect whenever the individual's 



goals and purposes and the means of striving for and 
at .aining them are prescribed to him and performed by 
him as something prescribed." . 
In a society where hierarchical topsdown organisation 
predominates, a minority ( of men) will dominate the rest. 
This domination is based not just in their actual power 
(control of the economy, of the political and military 
systems) but in their more or less conscious perpetuation 
of a culture that induces people to see this system of 
domination as natural. This cultural control 
successfully whittles down the imagination of mos( to 
conceive that society might be organised so as to mini
mize domination and allow each individual effective 
participation in the decisions governing his/per life. 
Domination, in requiring effective control of the many 
by the few determined to hold on to their power, 
requires that people be taught to behave in organised, 
predictable patterns that service the structure of · 
domination. This is why sexuality and human relations 
have to be institutionalized in the marriage-family. 
Spontaneity is the arch-enemy of this system, and 
spontaneity arises when individuals exercise their right 
to act, . to choose, to determine their lives; because it 
is then that the particular chain of behaviour is broken. This 
is the meaning of the "Anarchy" that so patently terrifies 
not only our own rulers but ourselves. We are terrified 
because in adjusting to this structure of domination, we 
have had to repress our natural spontaneity and life-instincts, 
and instead of living life in itself, we have subordinated our 
lives to gaining the means (work -- wage, salary) merely 
to exist, the standard of subsistence becoming more 
developed, more comfortable as the productive capacity 
of society increases. Life -a&: an end in itself gives way to 
life as a mains to consumption in itself. The distortion and 
oppression of life in this way is experienced by the psyche 
as . .so natural, so ordinary - for it has become automatic -
that freedom becomes almost inconceivable<and, into 
the bargain, a. terrifying spectre in the threat it presents 
to the already established personality in the world. And it 
is much "easier" to live, as far as possible, life as a 
patterned routine than to choose freedom. 

WE CAN CHANGE THIS SITUATION, 
WHICH IS HISTORICAL NOT NATURAL 

'It is significant i:hat Women's Liberation, in being the 
first expression of political radicalism to be consciously and 
directly concerned with the individual, in effect, with the 
intimate relation between two human beings, with human 
relations generally, has erupted in the modem, western 
societies in this time of affluence and of the struggle for 
acceptance of the common humanity of other (women 
constituting the largest group with minority status), 
minority groups, the negroes and the Vietnamese . 

. Women's Liberation has to eyoke what woman already, 
if only partially know - that they are denied individual 
creative potential, denied recognition as individuals in 
their own right. Every woman who has looked ahead, 
passiv~ly and/or despairingly, to a closed future of 
marriage, children and hosuework knows this; every woman 
who has wanted education sufficient to get a job in which 
she can express herself to some degree, who has sought 
after good jobs or who has suffered routine jobs knows the 
brutal; discriminatory practices all along that line. We should 
be more inclined to believe the myth of the "happy h6use
wife" if it could be demonstrated that woman ever had any 
choice to be otherwise. Such "happiness" may be the 
symptom of more or less mature, more or less tenuous 
adaption to a virtually inescapable situation, rather than real 
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happiness. That the situation is inescapable for most middle
class women as for working-class women suggests the 
obstacles to be not only, or ev~n primarily, material.On the 
whole, middle-class women only escape the pressures of 
'Women's Day' ideology and social expectations, made 
most effectively by the family, if they, by educational 
attainment or some "break", have partial refuge in a 
community (university, bohemian/deviant social groups) 
which goes part or all of the way in accepting her as an 
individual first, a woman second. As the last phrase indicates, 
even here she is likely to be fragmented into roles with 
their respective functions. -. 

WOMEN'S LIBERATION can speakhead the change, ~ 
but_to do this it must show itself as HUMAN (individual) 
LIBERATION. IT MUST, in this latter sense, ALWAYS 
REMEMBER THERE IS LITTLE POINT IN CLAIMING 
EQUAUTY IF THE NATURE OF THE LATTER rs TO 
MAKE US EQUAL TO UNFREE MEN. 

Yet while men are unfree, women are materially, socially 
and psycholegically more unfree - hence WOMEN'S 
Liberation. WOMEN'S = HUMAN Liberation since, in 
freeing ourselves, we must fre men ( and vice versa.). 

"ls that all yoii can suggest: 'Let her get 
on top once in a while''!" 

PROGRAMME 

The following aims and demands may be classified 
as two types: 

(A) Structural· those that would challenge and 
eventually destroy the existing system of 
domination. 

(B) Reforms - i.e., although significant change would be 
required for their achievement, they do :riot 
challenge the basis of the system of · 
domination. 

(A) STRUCTURAL 

(the general critique made above is already assumed: only 
specific points are made here); · 

WE ARE WORKING TOWARDS: 

(f) An end to the socialisation of children and adults - by 
thefamily,_the education system, the mass media, and 
socio-cultural agencies in general- into their 
respective sexual roles. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(B) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The abolition of institutionalisation of relationships 
between men and women. This means abolition of the 
family as an institution, an end to the laws bonding 
together the. members of a family. . 
There is no reason why.people may not freely choose 
to live in a familial situation; but they should remain 
in that situation only by their free will. 
Equally, people should be free to choose other 
relational situayons - e.g. small communal groupings. 

The democratisation of inter-sexual and inter
generational relationships. In the relations between 
man and woman, between. parents and children, there 
should exist reciprocal recognition of each as an 
individual in his/her own right, with capacity and 
rightto participate in the decisions governing that 
relational situation, and with freedom to pursue 
his/her own life as he/she deems fit. (While small, 

· children may not be able to exercise such rights, 
nonetheless, they shouls still be respected as 
individuals; the age at which they can exercise such 
rights is problematic and should be left flexible to 
a:ccomodate the difference~ in growth of . 
individuals.) 

The end of commercial exploitation of women as 
sex-objects, of human sexuality in general. This would 
require the ends of the economic system to be 
human, rather than profit and production as 
overriding ends in themselves. 

The end of a situation in which most individuals, for 
• the bulk of their working lives, are involved in 

alienated labour.The development of a situation in 
· which, so far as we have to meet material necessity, 
we do so communally and democratically, in which, 
therefore, the labour process and product are our 
own and not another's. A situation in which each and 
all, having met material necessity, possess the means 
whereby to develop and express themselves. 

REFORMS 
WE DEMAND: 
Democratisation of the existing family institution, at 
least so far as the limits of institutionalisation allow it. 

The equal sharing of housework and child-care 
between husband and wife, with the work situation 
adjusted accordingly. (e.g., guarantee of women's 
right to work; the granting by employers of free 
shopping time during working time to both men and 
women.)· 

The rationalisation of housework.in the provision of 
communal facilities, su.ch as local and cheap dining 
facilities, child-minding centre, and laundries for 
those who want to use them. 

If women are forced by temporary necessity (the 
care of infants), or choose to undertake the bulk of 
the domestic work, that they be paid a wage by the 
state for what is essential productive labour. 

That women have the right to control their own 
bodies: . . · · ·. · · 

1 - That the governmentinitiate·-and finance a 
widespread education campaign on birth-control, 
and establish local community birth-control centres 
for the dissemination and distribution of birth
control information and devices. 
That such information and centres be extended to 
cover the various physiologjcal disorders the 
female body is susceptible to, 
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- The abolition of sales tax-at present 27½%-'on 
contraceptives. 
That free abortion on demand be instituted. 

(6) The removal of allbarriers to equality for.women in 
work. . . . 
- The full integration of all areas of work, i.e. an end 

to the labelling of some areas as being fit only for 
men, or only for women. (Only if this occurs can 
"equal pay for equal work" really mean economic 
equality.) · 
Equal pay. 
The payment of maternity allowances to women 
workers at least three months before births and 
one. to two years after births. 
Guarantee of the same or similar job to a woman 
returned after absence through pregnancy. 

- The establishment of free, small, professionally
staffed child-centres in every work place (factories, 
offices, stores, universities, schools); these centres 
cmild be directed by a committee of elected 
parents and staff. . 
That further training, promotion, etc., be equally 
open to women as to men. 

(7) The abolition of all sexual differentiation in education: 
i.e. 

(8) 

(9) 

(IO) 

- The establishment of all schools as co-educational 
in every sense. 
The abolition of any sexual differentiation in 
subjects and vocational choices. 
If there exists training in schools in health, 
cooking etc., that boys and girls be required to 
undertake it 

(This demand is important in the present 
situation so as to legitimize male interest in 
cooking, etc., to destroy the inbuilt male 
resistance to such tastes and thereby free girls 
from their future burden of having been the 
only ones inducted into these "arts" .c...Once this 
has occurred, compulsion should give way to 
individual choice.) 

The encouragement of and provision of 
opportunities for all girls to develop their. 
education as far as possible, to develop interest in 
the traditional male preserves of politics and 
technology, and to secure equal training in these 
fields. 

The provision of !)ducational training or retraining 
schemes and employment for women of an age no 
longer burdened by the care of children, so that they 
may regain their self-respect as individuals in develop
ing their capacities and contributing to the community. 

The repeal of the law that makes it an offence for 
male homosexuals to express their homosexuality as 
they choose; the end of all discrimination in employ
ment, and in social life generally, against homosexuals. 

That women be written back into history; that 
analysis of their historical role, of the source and 
development of the division of labour between the 
sexes, be made. 

~' 
~-
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THE NUISANCE OF PSEUDO LESBIANS 
...... by Vivian Munioz 

Although I possess a great deal of material for publication on 
female homosexuality, I find myself unable to offer it to Camp Ink 
because I must keep it in order to publish it as books whose 
translation is being carried out at the moment. I have nevertheless, 
made a halt in my work and prepared for Camp Ink this article which 
I find of rather local interest, though the phenomenon which it is 
about is o.bserved in nearly all lesbian circles in the world, namely, 
the striving for masculinity of certain lesbians. 

It should, of course, be convenient to delineate the distinction 
between authentic and pseudolesbians (or real and false lesbians) but 
this is so complex and extensive - I have dedicated a whole.chapter 
of my book to explain it - that here I shall only outline a general 
idea. · 

As I expound in my book, in much the same way that a real 
Christian is not only an individual who goes to religious services and 
believes in God, but someone who even in the most insignificant 
moments of his life remains in intense personal relationship with 
God and uncreasingly absorbed in the mystery of Faith, - ·so a 
lesbian is not only a wom•n who likes women but a woman who feels 
deeply immersed in the mystery of Femininity while all external 
things are for her represented as resonances of it. In general terms, I 
would say that an authentic lesbian is one who embraces lesbianism 
as a total reality, as a profound existential phenomenon. A 
pseudolesbian · is one in whom there exists a pronou need disjunction 
between her interest in women (often in one woman) and lesbianism 
as a total reality. 

Lesbianism, as with any expression of human behaviour, is 
exposed to all kinds of wrong interpretations due to people's natural 
attitude to develop value judgements based only on external 
manifestations; when they are absolutely incapable of grasping a 
hul'J'1an phenomenon from its most recondite depths. Thus we have 
the fact that the public (and very often "specialists" too) never get 
to see, even from a distance, an authentic lesbian - in reality the 
genuine lesbian presents very little or no external difference at all 
from a heterosexual wom1n.· The public obviously base their 
judgements only on the behaviour and personal appearance of those 
"comediennes" with short cropped hair and masculine mannerisms 
and clothes that in Sydney can be observed closely in places like The 
Park Inn (KANDY'S), for example. No wonder that men invite all 
their friends to see that comedy from which - judging .by the 
·expression of their expectant and amused eyes - they find more 
entertaining that\ Kandy's show. They are right to entertain 
themselves with this comedy. Authentic lesbians join them in their 
laugh, but it is a very different laugh, a bitter laugh to see how 
pseudolesbians transform into something scurrilous and absurd the 
lofty experience of lesbianism. But naturally these clowns do not 
know a thing about this experience. They. think that they are 
lesbians because they feel attracted to women. I would say that they 
are not men, nor women, nor lesbians. The truth is that in opposition 
to the genuine lesbian they remain totally outside of the lesbian 
pheliomenon. It is like the immense difference separating the 
dilettante from the authentic artist in relation to art. The woman 
who dresses exclusively in a mannish way, develops virile interests 
and even surrounds herself with male comrades is very far from 
knowing the essence of lesbianism and, doubtless, it is this type of 
womlln who often finds herself placed amongst the psychopathic 
lesbians. Very often. her ·1ove affairs are nothing but superficial 
means that she uses in order to display an absurd arrogance 
stemming from the damaged mental configuration. She does not 
love Woman, for she has never actually known any. Lesbianism is the 
only opportunity that life offers her for a loose-reined psychopathy. 
I wonder how many groups of subjicts in Experimental Psychology 
are selected from this inauthentic type of lesbian? 
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In Viewpoint we intend to raise controversial issues. 
If you wish to raise some issue or if you agree 

or disagree 011 the issue raised, please let us hearfrnm 
you. 

With your help Viewpoint will become an 
exciting and important monthly feature. 

Of course, we won't deny that many lesbians, mainly in• their 
adolescence, pass through .the masculine striving stage. 1.t is a 
natural and understandable process, as ·when a human being is in 
.search of himself, he becomes involved in certain experiences that 
he will recognize as absurd when he reaches stability and 
integration in his personality - however necessary these 
experiences might have been in the searching period. Although 
many of those "comediennes" of Park l.nn, Enzos·, lvys and 
other camp places are teenage girls, there.also are women over 25 
and even .over 30. It is particularly to these women to whom I 
would suggest not to walk over such places in a "representative" 
air of lesbianism. Anybody who is actually inside the experience 
knows that these women's eyes cann.ot show the submersion in the 
lesbic depths in which the genuine lesbian lives each instant of her 
li.fe. To the contrary, they will only show an immense void as does 
everything which is false, or nourished just with external 
insignificances. The genuine lesbian - who from a corner, perhaps 
in a soft silk or velvet dress or feminine slack-suit, observes the 
comediennes1peacock air - knows that such flauntings and smiles 
of satisfaction are not coming from the glory of authenticity but 
from superficial and ephemeral· triumphs, probably the recent 
acquisition of a pair of cuff-links, or of the latest fashion 
masculine haircut. Almost every time I go to public places 
frequented by homosexual people, I can notice the same sort of 
comedy in some very masculine types of butch lesbians. They 
seem to be more concerned about keeping a very straight line in 
their "trousers" or about arranging their hair in the most 
masculine way possible than about enjoying the exquisit,e 
company cif fem lesbians. Thank God I am not fem.- It would be a 
misfortune to depend on such monsters for spiritual and physical 
satisfaction. I observe them and I imagine that for a little while 
Renee Vivianl appears .. With her long hair; in feminine garments, 
holding softly a tender girl's hand, she· would stop close .to the 
threshold and would say to me with the smile of the expert: "A~ 
these ones? .... What are they supposed to be playing?" 

To say that what lies behind the masculine manifestations of 
the pseudolesbians is,. among other things, the need of being 
identified by other lesbians, is a rather weak justification, as they 
usually act in this way in places and situations where the 
·opportunities and the homosexual environment itself is obvious 
and known beforehand. Think, for example, of parties organised 
exclusively for homosexuals. But even if such opportunities never 
existed, there are much wiser, effectiye and profound means than 
the masculine comedy. It -is, of course, important to look after 
one's -external appearance in the presence of · women but· it is 

•foolish to put such emphasis on the identification problem. 
Something deep seldom results from these theatrical meetings 
unless one wants to meet women just tor having someone to share 
a couple of drinks once a week or a sexual partner for a one-night 
stand; this, we all know very well, does not give to the lesbian 
satisfaction but rather quite the opposite. 

If a lesbian is intelligent and experienced enough she will know 
that her strongest possibilities with a woman lie much more in 
subtle gestures which are slower, but can truly.draw her close to a 
woman's heart. Some lesbians may adduce that in their 
identification striving they are not going after the one-night stand 
but rather making possible at least 'the first step', the contact. But 
any of us know: that almost without exception, it is in this path 
where the 'triumphs of identification' end up. It is something that 
hastens things up in such a way that it does not leave place for the 
birth of anything. profound. Those lesbians who expend their best 
energies in the care of their masculine appearance would do much 
better using them in the training of their intellect and spirit; in 
developing an intense inner life, as this is something a butch does 
need. As far as external appearance is concerned, their , inner 
achievements will be the wisest indicators of what is really suitable 
and 'effective'. A weli trained looK can produce miracles tnat 
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neither the most beautiful and expensive masculine pants nor the 
most manly hair cut could ever bring forth. And you would not 
train your look or your mannerisms looking at yourself in the 
mirror, for example. It is something that must come from th_e 
depths which, of course, you do not grasp all of a sudden. And 1f 
at tim~ you do not succeed, at least you know that it is not 
because you are wrong; not in relation to the phenomenon, in 
general, anyway. As in any situation, there is always a margin for 
fate or for the receptive incapacities of the other party, or simply 
for a natural incompatibility of characters. 

There are few things in human relations which are more 
attractive than naturalness and the best naturalness comes from 
that great acquaintance with oneself to which we alluded in our 
praising of an intense inne~ life, ~ut not an acquaintance ~t which 
we arrive because of necessity (as in the case of the neurotic or the 
individual · involuntarily lonely) but because of a free and 
conscious choice. All this would perhaps sound like words in the 
desert in a country of so much outward life like Australia, but let 
us '··.not1 lament if our love affairs are never something deep and 
lasting, because .... What real success can a human being expect if he 
does not know himself? And what real self knowledge can he 
achieve if he lives constantly in an outward direction? Psychology, 
much earlier Philosophy, and so many worth while lives have· 
always . shown us that it is practically impossible to achieve a 
certain dominion over the external world if we do not know what 
lies inside our complex selves. In the case of a lesbian, particularly 
if she is a butch, the need to arrive at such a discovery is 
imperative .... 

The authentic lesbian perceives in time, the real sense of her 
existence in the only way that can lead her to a fecund and 
frustration-lacking life, i.e., choosing herself in lesbianism not only 
as a woman but at the same time as a human being. In other 
words she knows. how to get a real integration of her personality. 
This, i admit, is not easy to understand in t~e schematic way I 
express it here, if one does not have a previous knowledge of 
Existential Philosophy (particularly Theological) and, of course, 
of Psychology. But, naturally, in an article this cannot be 
developed more extensively. In general, the authentic lesbian 
remains away from public places because, as in any form of 
behaviour deeply thought and chosen in real awareness - where, I 
repeat, not only sexuality has been considered but the personality 
as a whole - her existence possesses enough fulfillment and. 
compensations; and if sometimes she goes to night clubs, 
discotheques or other entertainment places, it is never as a 
culmination, or impelled by the cheap desire of exhibitionism 
observed in the simple life of the pseudolesbian. 

It is true that almost always the distinction BUTCH-FEM 
exists, although some lesbians would want ·to deny it, but to be a 
butch it is not necessary to dress and act as a man. It should never 
be forgotten that BEAUTY is the powerful force which, in the 
first instance, impels the butch behaviour. Otherwise it is nothing 
but the greatest contradiction I can imagine in lesbianism. I know 
by long and intense experience that the most delicious fem 
lesbians always have in mind a feminine butch - "a gentle butch," 
as they say - if it was not so they would want a man, which is not 
something very different .from those comediennes we are talking 
about here. Slacks are very nice. and they look marvellous on a 
butch lesbian but that does not mean that she must get them in 
'Golllings'I 

More than one nice fem lesbian has told me, while observing 
comediennes in public camp places, "I think that one must be 
desperately .. lonely or sexually starved to have any sort of intimate 
relationship with women like these ones." . 

One of the primary intentions of my book is to show how the 
most genuine lesbianism is that one where the shadow of man is 
less present. - whether in a negative manner (rejection, resentment 
or-fear of him) or in a positive one (envy or extreme admiration 
with the consequent wish of imitating him) - and where in a more 
j)ura2and existential way is present the reality of women. 

Again, let me remark that the pseudolesbians are to lesbianism 
what dilettantes are to art. They both remain outside of that 

· which they so ardently but at the same time so superficially long 
to represent. The main failure of both comes from the fact that it 
is not art or lesbianism that they pursue as their ultimate aim but 
only themselves, with all the, whims and unalterable imperfections 
of highly narcissistic strivings. "The dilettante - adduces Werner 
Bock - does not know the disinterested contemplation• of the 
object, which is identical to the love of the object"3This is a clue 
in any study of authenticity and as far as the authenticity of 
falsehood of lesbianism is concerned one of the clearest 
illustrations can be found in the attitude of those lesbians who, 

· after a failure in a love affair with a woman, feel strong desires to 
desert, to run away from this 'unsatisfactory way of life.' Their 
attachment to lesbianism is not determined by the passion and the 
pursuit of. Femininity but it is rather regulated at whtm and fancy 
by the quality of each woman wha passes through their life.,, 
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whereas the genuine lesbian remains in intimate and• unalterable 
attachment to lesbianism whatever might happen, even during 
periods when she is not in love w.ith any womon, or even when she 
has been deeply hurt in a love affair. For her, as I said in the 
beginning, lesbianism is a total reality, it is always present, not 
oi)ly within herself, not only when her life is illuminated by the 
joyful arrival of a. woman, but it .is a phenomenon that 
encompasses everything. Wherever she goes, even in the most 
unpleasant and least feminine atmospl)eres, she feels herself 
powerfully wrapped in that reality. Many pseudolesbians live a 
conditional homosexuality. Up to a certain stage of their lives, 
they expect a particular thing from lesbianism and .if for some ~ 
reason it does not arrive, they become ".deserters" ( heterosexualsl 
or "resigned" lesbians. The genuine one does not expect any 
miracle because the mete reality cif Feminine Beauty and the 
intensity With which she feels it, is enough to find life deeply 
meaningful; and even when a thousand times the "threat" of a sad 
and lonely existence flutters around her, in the innermost part of 
her being she knows that the wise thing is never to go back or to 
take another way but to continue in the love of Beauty however 
painful the result might be at times. 

Very often persons who believe themselves to be well informed 
about female homosexuality, begin with the assertion that there 
are several types of lesbians. They base their distinctions between 
women whose attraction for other women as also for men offers a 
whole range of gradations and, of course, they arrive (at the endl 
to the lesbian whose •inclination is exclusively towards women 
with a total rejection of man as an erotic partner. This is a 
misguided judgement coming from people who are total outsiders 
in relation to the lesbic experience. There are only authentic and 
pseudolesbians. One thing is to have lesbic tendencies but it is very 
different to be a genuine lesbian. If someone insists in establishing 
a typology, it must be built purely on· the genuine lesbians, 
discarding, ipso facto, all those who feel any sexual or emotional 
attaction . towards men. Thus, with all the mythology about 
masculinity in the lesbian, it is not strange to find surprise and 
astonishment when people (particularly men- discover to be a 
lesbian some very feminine woman whom they have known for 
quite a while. "I can't believe it! You being so feminine!" they 
exclaim naively. And the genuine lesbian will answer: "Precisely 
because of that, my friend .... " 

. If lesbianism were nothing else but this tasteless and superficial 
comedy of the pseudolesbians, there would not be any reason at 
all for being a homosexual and psychologists as well as educational 
advisers would be right to work to help such unbalanced wcimen. 

Australia is a country where .lesbians are not in an unbearable 
situation, although it may not seem so if we compare it to certain 
places .in Europe; but I come from a country where they have 
literally to commit suicide or to spend half of their lives on a 
psychoanalyst's couch because there is just no way out.at all for 
what. they call their "repugnant perversion", and I can say that 
although lesbians in Australia are not in the ideal situation at least 
there is a road ... lt is in their hands to make of it a way leading to a 
real lesbic ideal and not to a comedy which understandably 
neither civic authorities nor many heterosexual people take 
seriously. 

1Famous early 20th century lesbian p~etress. 

2in the sense of exclusivity, not of ethical valuations. 

31DEA Y AMOR (Idea and love) - Werner Bock. 
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-~~ 
MINNIE DREAR REMINISCllS ABOUT TASMANIA ' ' ,.r\ "1 Plans to make Hobart the Casino centre of Australia makes "6J r,.;;: · • ~. I ~ ~ 

me think of my old Home, Launceston (pronounced Lon as in ~J ~ . ~J 1~ 

Chaney and not Lawn as in bowls). Could Launceston be made ~ 0 ~i~ 
the homosexual retreat. As a camp site it could be a seat of · ~ f9. 
learning. Actually there is a hotel there called "The Retreat" ~ ~ • .~ ~ 
we eould make that the headquarte,s (m hlndquarte,s, if you ~~ ~~ 
prefer) of gay life. The Government, at the moment L-ishly ~ f9. ~ f9. 

large, would have ho cause for complaint. The extra taxes paid f I f i 
by single people would boost the economy and everyone ~ '(I ~ 
would be buying their seven thousand dolla~ ho~es at West ~ ~ I ~ ~ 
Launceston for cash. There would be no mflat1on due to f i , · f I 
excessive credit. Nobody gives credit to a poofter or a les, do I 
they Darls. And that dreadful pollutant from Launceston's ~ ~ • 
main industry' hordes of illiterate and poorly kept children, r Ji I ) f i 
would be decreased. ~:: 

One buOnessman I knew U>timately, has business • ~ n • 
connections which take him quite often to Northern ~ ~~ ~ r,.;;: 
Tasmania, from the Mainland. He insists that he has never met cf;. . · · . cf;. 1~ 

a gay pe,son on any of Iris hips the,e. Obviously he doesn't ~~ ~ 
know where to look. Still it keeps !;tis hand in, and the exercise ;."i'Ji} ~~,,,.i r,.;;: Zi7 r,.;;: Zi7 ~ ~ ~ r,.;;: 
will do him good. Usually he only ben~s an ~Ibo~. I jest. He is .. i;;_J t~~~;_J t~J t~J 1~ ~J 1~ 

gorgeous and· does all sorts of gymnastics. Big kiss Darls. Now · · · 
you'll all accuse poor Minnie of making in j2kes. Once it's in One hundred inches of rain fall there each year. That may not 
Darls, Minnie ney~t jokes. Mother always to.Id me "Never talk worry many people, but as Noelene Brown one. said "It's 
with your mouth full." Mother was always right. Minnie tried enough to drown anyone shorter than eight feet." 
it once and nearly choked, or drowned, or something. Anyway If you go to Tassie in the apple season you can have a lot of 
Minnie nearly came to a sticky end. Minnie, you have a foul fun chewing off some nice firm Jonathons or a crispy 
mouth, but when it comes to matters of sex, she is very delicious. Raspberries and strawberries abound in the summer, 
tight-lipped. · and the apricots and peaches, just melt in your mouth. Any 

Tasmania is really very beautiful. I have always found very American would love to gothere for a Fall. Buying cider at the 
good accommodation very reasonably priced and the people hotels, and many ladies can find nothing better than tasting 
very friendly. There is a wealth of fabulous places to see, inn cider, is yet another joy. Lovely Launceston is famous for 
during the day, and if you plan ahead you can usually manage its Cataract Gorge· and for• those who love gorgeous cataracts, 
to fill in your nights. My first honeymoon was in Tasmania it can be delightful in flood seasons. I would dearly love to 
and the sun even contrived to shine on Queenstown for our make the place outrageously gay, Paint the town Lavender, 
sojourn there. Queenstown is square but scenically exotic. then I could do the one. thing that has · been previously 
No, not entirely square. Its main disadvantage is the weather. impossible: to go back and live there.· 

MELBOURNE SCENE 

More than. 140 members and friends attended the Monday 
afternoon social at the Tia Maria Reception rooms last month. 
In a cosy informal atmosphere members chatted, danced, 
made friends, got roped into joining sub-committees and 
working parties and heard a report on the Melbourne group's 
activities. 

Secretary Winsome Moore reported that membership was 
nearly 200. . 

An additional supply of cards listing the aims of the society 
and the post office box number has been printed which will 
as.sist the current membership drive headed by Neil. At a 
meetlilg on June 22, the. membership working party arranged a 
comprehensive drive for members throughout Victoria. 

Since the meeting when Neil reported that we were still 
looking for clubrooms; we have found eminently suitable 
premises, and we are at present negotiating with the owners 
over the lease. If all goes well, the premises will be ours and 
with a little imaginative redecorating will provide us with 
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assembly. rooms, a library, counselling rooms and a large 
bas.ement coffee lounge which opens on to a· garden large 
enough to hold 400 people for barbecues etc. 

Working parties will be organized and everyone can expect 
to be "dobbed in". Once established the premises should be 
self supporting, but a few "sheckles" may be needed to 
finance the early stages. The working party intends to hold a 
"kitchen tea" and everyone will be invited to bring along a. • 
stick of furniture or something unusual.but useful. 

A special plea was made for members to Join other working 
parties, especially .t~e Publicity working party. Those prepared 

· to .write articles and reports for Camp Ink, letters to the. 
press;' speak on "talk-back" radio programmes and do easy 
typing jobs are urgently needed. 

Members were also informed that one of the strictly social 
homosexual groups in Melbourne has offered to give us 
information about their forthcoming functions. These. will be 
listed and sent to our members in the magazine. 

As members drifted home many expressed the hope that 
the next gathering would be in our own home. 
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( ____ S __ Y_D_N_EY .......... ..;,_S_C_E_N_E _______ ) 

GIVEADAMN 

This is an article about sincerity. The kind of sincerity that 
one could place hand-in-hand with such other seemingly 
obsolete expressions as 'INVOLVEMENT', 'TOTAL 
COMMITMENT' and 'WHOLEHEARTEDNESS'. Women's Lib 
seens to have the right idea. They retain a conscious spirit that 
continually reinforces AND reassures enthusiasm. Look at 
GERMAINE GREER and her recent sortie on (A) 'THE 
FEMALE EUNUCH' and (B) 'BOUNCE TITTY BOUNCE' as 
examples. She obviously and honestly believes in what she's 
doing. Similarly, BENJAMIN SPOCK obviously and honestly 
believes in what he's doing as well ... no hype; no crapola. 
They stand and promote their individual · objectives. The 
sensationalist . idiot fringe intent upon purposely misquoting 
their ideals is · something else altogether - it MUST be 
overlooked. Right. Now, what about 'CAMP INC' as .an 
organisation. Fuck, I'd be more than horrified to scratch the 
surface of its rapidly increasing membership ... I'm quite sure 
that I'd find nothing but timid closet queens whose be all and 
end all centres on the monthly journal or the regular Sunday 
barbecue. JESUS CHRIST, ~CAMPI INC.' is not a mere camp 
social club .,,.. it means a: helluva lot more than that OR, at 
le~st, it SHOULD. 

CAMP INC·was formed to briv.gthe community as a whole .. 
face-to-face with one of its 'pet' taboos -
HOMOSEXUALITY. By doing this, the first steps to re-define 
our position with regard to society in general was commenced. 
One of CAMP IN C's major aims is to have homosexuality 
accepted by the majority for EXACTLY WHAT IT IS. As we 
all know the very thought of 'a homosexual' stimulates some 
rather colourful, if not slightly melodramatic images in the 
minds of the vast 'uninformed' - . a group which still 
constitutes at LEAST HALF THE POPULATION! We are 
constantly conjured along the lines of child-molesters, dirty 
old 'poofters' who expose themselves in public 'johns' or 
dimly lit railway carriages late at night, or, the all time 

. FAVOURITE--' the limp""'wristed, prissy, lisping QUEEN who. 
minces around dressed like a Christmas tree with a voice 
capable . of puncturing six inches of solid steel in a single 
shriek. Shit, its all very well for us to lounge around with the 
thought that these 'illiterate, dreary plebs are just 
SSOOOOOOO suburban' - but the fact remains that this IS 
the general opinion - LIKE TO OR NOT! How many times 
have I come in contact with the piss-elegant queen and forced 
to suffer another rehash of this same old 'line'. Isn't it about 
time that WE, the members, started to get up off our arses and 
DO SOMETHING to further understanding within our 
community. All this discussion and argument is assisting .the 
club in no• way at all - save, perhaps, the essential internal 
'needs'. · .. 

Lets face it, Camp people LOVE to expound, deliberate or 
more simply bullshit for the sake of hearing their own vocal 
chords above the rest. All these lovely, well-dressed queens 
we've seen trissing about the Balmain club rooms pissed out of 
their minds - ONLY because THEY became BORED with the 
gay bars etc. Needless to say, they have joined EVENTUALLY 
- because it bolsters their social calender with a few extra 
gatherings required to occupy the week-end. FUCK ME, IT'S 
ABOUT 'l'IME EVERYONE THOUGHT SERIOUSLY 
ABOUT THE ADVANCEMENT OF CAMP INC'S BASIC 
AIMS! Sitting around at the barbecues or raging along to the 
monthly fund-raising party is NOT going to further our social 
re-definition in any way whatsoever. To be quite candid, no 
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matter how much bread you fork out for your barbecues, etc. 
- MR. & MRS. MARRICKVILLE and old MISS MOONEE 
PONDS are still going to retain their prejudices. 

Look, I'm no radical nor am I what one could exactly tag a 
conservative, but, there comes a limit when you begin to 
doubt whether people's heads are in the right place. I'm so 
fucking tired of all the queens who just sit about and sprout 
on with their self-inflating sense of importance. If this is all 
that the majority of members are capable of accomplishing -
then this is the wrong scene. CAMP INC was NOT formed as 
an 'ADDITION' or a 'DIVERSION' to your camp dances, bars, 
etc; neither is it about a motley collection of closet queens 
waiting to be raided by the police. THE ORGANIZATION 
WAS BROUGHT TOGETHER TO GAIN THE 
HOMOSEXUAL HIS/HER MORAL EQUALITY; LEGALITY 
& COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE. There's nothing more 
sickening than to watch a group of apathetic queens turn up at 
the club intent-upon their own amusement. They don't offer 
anything to the club. To me, they are nothing more than a 
'necessary evil'. 

At the last general meeting the attendance was around the 
50-60 mark. Approximately 20 at the very most could be 
called regulars - the boys {YES GIRLS, THE BOYS) who turn 
up to tidy up the 'party queens' night-before! During the 
course, the floor was continuously beseiged by people who 
appeared a little too carr_ied away with the privilege to speak. 
As I said earlier, this article is about sincerity. The kind of 
sincerity one feels with a total belief in ·a cause. I find it 
difficult to reconcile the 'participator' - one who turns up at 
the occasional meeting and expounds whilst not mindful of 
the implications - with a responsible member of the 
organisation. CAMP INC., is NOT JUST A SOCIAL CLUB. IT 
IS A BODY AGITATING FOR LAW REFORM. The social 
obligations SHOULD REVOLVE AROUND · THIS. 
Unfortu~ately, things have fallen well out .of perspective 
which, to say the least, is a bloody drag! The social 'calender' 
has d!')veloped into the heart of CAMP INC. THIS IS A BAD 
SIGN. I suppose, that these problems COULD be the result of 
our 'teething pains' - I would certainly prefer to think so. 
However,despite it all, it is time to modify and re-evaluate; set 
things back in proportion. Vague discussions and meeting 
room deliberations will accomplish SWEET FUCK ALL unless 
people follow their suggestions with a little elbow grease. 
LOOK, we're all playing in the same band - despite it all! 
CAMP INC has too many people on the books content to sit 
back and let ev_erybody else do the work. There's just a bit too 
much of the great Australian pastime of 'FUCK YOU JACK 
I'M ALRIGHT' mixed into what the club is trying to achieve. 
People don't detach themselves from something they fervently 
believe in now do they? This, I'm afraid is what is happening 
within our own ranks. Too many queens fucking around doing 
nothing - an4 too few of those who REALLY care. 

The number of people on the law reform committee has, in 
fact, decreased since everything got itself back together. The 
Church group is pitifully small and the actual house committee 
has in large remained a stagnant membership. All the reliables 
and die-hard regulars seem to have gathered into the house 
group. This is rather beaut but then what about a bit of. new 
blood to spark things even more. It is a pity I can't disclose 
names - to me, at least, it does seem a trifile hypocritical -
nevertheless it is not at my disposal. There are precious few 
individuals interested, least of all capable of-organizing others 
into a work force. The Law Reform committee seems to be 
gradually - ever so gradually - bringing it all back home 



despite some rather closeted attempts to stir membership 
attention. The weekly discussions and Church group seem to 
be getting things under control with a vague idea about what's 
happening. (Bitter and twisted am I not) and the Saturday 
'la~ies' meetings seem to be off to.~,healthy start (Hey, girls, 
. wny so much booze?). The house committee leadership 
(literally seized and strangled into submission by· one 
enthusiastic soul ,- bless his cotton socks) seems to be the 
most successful of them alL The monthly parties have been 
outrageously well-received as have the barbecues and various 
assorted other such gatherings. To be quite frank, the rather 
authoritarian attitude of its leader MUST, in some ways, work 
admirably - after all it keeps all the others banded together in 
their precious little bitching circles (myself included). 

However, back to the original question. Apart from this 
select group the VAST majority of members leave a great deal 
to be desired. There is much more to the term support 
than the dues of $4.70 per year. All tfie queens and. 
lady~folk who have· parted with this and yet when it boils down 
down to it, are just too fucking selfish, scared or lazy to 
sacrifice a few nights a month to do something about it. If one 
is involved with a cause there can be no half-measures. You 
either become a member in the full sense of the word or you 
piss off back to your gay bar/ dance or closet! CAMP INC is 
faced with the lethargy and bigotry . of its OWN 
MEMBERSHIP ... A very sorry state. Too many people just that 
little too inhibited and weak-willed. The majority appear to be 
so feeble-minded that they can't raise the issue beyond the 
'next party'. JESUS CHRIST. . 

Have you ever thought how much work is involved with 
such an organization as CAMP INC? Correspondence, paper .. 
work, typing, lay-out, photography, co-ordinators, etc. There 
is bound to be someone in the files capable and willing to help 
along these lines. Once again, it constitutes probably one or, 
maybe two days a month. Surely this is not asking all that 
much. After all, it is your club - it is up to you NOT TO 
CHRISTOBEL POLL & JOHN WARE to keep it all together. 
They have more important things to devote their time to than 
licking envelopes! If the membership is content to sit on its 
arse and let others do the work : the club will never get 
anywhere. Think it over. I doubt whether many will feel a 
sharp pang of conscience but it's worth the go anyway. This is 
why the article is about sincerity. Stuff that down your pipe 
and smoke it! 

MICHAEL DELANEY 

CAMP lNK JULY 1971 

(CAMPus CAMP) 

The University of Sydney retains an anachronistic 
system for deciding which campus-based societies 
should be "recognised" and thus have free access to 
meeting rooms and other University facilities. Rather 
than have the student body decide, as at other 
universities, the Administration reserves the right to 
grant or withhold recognition - and it is not obliged 
to reveal or justify the reasons for its decision. 

To fulftl the basic requirements for recognition a 
society must comply with certain formalities in 
structure and operation which are only marginally 
restrictive and mainly serve to guarantee its 
independence from any outside body. However, 
Campus C.A.M.P. found that things are not quite that 
simple in practice. 

Having · been assured by the relevant Student 
Advisor that despite the nature of our society our 
registratjon would be a matter of course, we 
submitted our formal application on the 23rd 
February. However, it was not until May that we 
were summoned by the Student Advisor to discuss 
the matter and fo learn that the University had taken 
legal advice on the advisability· of recognising our 
society. · 

We had deliberately left our Constitutional 
definition of our aims vague and generalised to allow 
for· flexibility of policy and freedom of action. We 
were assured that this Constitution was 
unobjectionable as it stood. But the University 
solicitors were unhappy about some of our publicity, 
which made it clear. that there were many practising . 
homosexuals in Campus C.A.M.P. (surprise, surprise) 
including the President. They quoted every provision 
in the Crimes Act that could be even,yaguely relevant 
- including not only the usual ones dealing with the 
illegality of sodomy, indecent behaviour, and so on, 
but also those proscribing anyone who (a) consorts 
with reputed criminals; (b) aids, abets, incites or 
counsels the commission of the above offences; (c) 
assists any person who has committed any of the 
above offences to escape punishment. 

Apparently the University felt it needed 
protection. from any "criticism and adverse publicity" 
which might ensue if it approved of a society whose 
members might be involved in any of these activities: 
Alan and Lexi (the President and Treasurer at the 
time) were told that everything would be O.K. if we 
would go through one more little formality: insert in 
our Constitution the Clause:-

Campus C.A.M.P. will at all times comply with all 
laws for the time being in force including all laws 
relating to homosexuality and will not permit any 
breaches of such laws on any premises at any time 
used by it or at any · meetings, functions or 
activities it. may arrange and will not encourage, 
approve of or condone any breaches of such laws 
by its members (emphasis ours). 
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After a stunned silence, we very politely pointed 
out that a literal interpretation, of. this clause 
combined with the very sweeping provisions of the 
Crimes Act referred to would imply that we should 
kick out, or at least disapprove of any member whom 
we knew to be even merely sympathetic to 
homosexual activities. And obviously we were not 
going to do any such thing. 

We remained reasonable but firm in a subsequent 
talk with the Acting Registrar. We could understand 
the University's cold feet, but we were prepared to 
seek legal advice to assure them that the wide 
provisions of the .Crimes Act would, in practice, not 
be applied to us, and that the likelihood of adverse 
publicity was greatly exaggerated. The Acting 
Registrar was very nice about it all: after some 
umming and ahhing h'e advised· us to go and talk to 
our members about the whole thing. 

So for the next couple of meetings the main topic 
was the Great Registration Wrangle. Although some 
members were for appeasement - yes, we'll say 
anything you want (but do whatever we want) - the. 
consensus was overwhelmingly· for sticking to our 
principles. Why prove their point by acting as they 
probably expected us to: underhandedly, or as if we 
had something to be ashamed of, not worth fighting 
for? 

So we in tum took legal advice. The first step was 
to obtain . the · Administration's exact position in 
writing. Now, our main reason for pressing for 
recognition was not so much the advantages in having 
the use of. University· facilities, as the chance to test 
the temper of a bastion of the Establishment 
concerning treatment of homosexuals. If we were 
registered it would be, we thought, a definite step 
towards acceptance and integration of non-apologetic 
homosexuals into society; and if not - well, there 

The Editors, 

were the free speech/persecution of 
minorities/administration-student relations issue:; we 
could appeal to, which themselves could cause 
considerable unfavorable publicity for the University. 
Despite their dissembling, the Administration was 
obviously alive to the potential sensitivity of the 
situation, and we were well aware that it would be · 
very reluctant to restrict its options by committing its 
position to paper. 

So it was not surprising that the response to our 
letter requesting clarification of our status was a 
personal one, in the form of a telephone call to Lexi .. 
She made it clear that the Acting Registrar's hope 
that Campus C.A.M.P. had suddenly capitulated and 
accepted the offending Clause was wishful thinking. 
At this stage it looked as though we faced a 
drawn-out, messy exercise in University politics 
before obtaining a decision. 

But just two days later, on the 10th of June, a 
letter arrived informing us of our recognition: Just 
like that. Unconditionally. Right on, brothers and 
sisters! 

Funnily enough, rumours were then current about 
a row being brewed by some student radicals over 
examples of what they termed authoritarian 
repression of civil liberties by the Administration. 
Although we had not wanted to antagonise the 
Administration· during the negotiations by being used 
in this way, one of the given examples of this 
repression was the "difficulties put in the way of 
Campus C.A.M.P. over registration." 

P.S. The meeting the radicals arranged to discuss 
these issues (referred to in The Australian, 16/6/71) 
was attended by Lexi - and only about thirty other 
people. As far as mobilising student opinion against 
the Administration, it was an absolute flop. 

In reply to Gerard's letter (May 
Issue) regarding the emotional 'hang-ups' 
of promiscuity. The fact that his debut 
on· the sc13ne was .. comparatively late 
explains the desperate 'sleep around' .... 
most late initiates being anxious to make 
up for lost time .... but he is fortunate in 
as much as discovering the: futility and 
frustrations at so early a stage. And, 
because of th is, he can rectify the 
situation; though it shall take conscious 
effort and an ability to compromise. The 
problem is self-created and 
self-propagated, but is a phase most have 
experienced at one stage or another. 
Yours truly included. 

more than somewhat c:'rapped-off with 
the whole whorey scene, I either got 
nicely stoned whilst awaiting a decent 
pick-up (a nocturnal mammal verging on 
extinction) - thereby defeating the 
whole purpose - went home alone (as 
the majority do) or finished up laying 
something even Edgar Allen Poe would 
have had extreme difficulty conjuring in 
a narcotic nightmare. 

I very quickly learned the advantages 
of overt, indiscriminate promiscuity 
were nil. Obviously; if one is seeking true 
and lasting love, one does not attempt to 
find it in a brothel ... or a public 'loo'. 

If Gerard or any contemporary in a 
similar s.ituation, really wants a lasting 
relationship, and not just body contact, 
then now is the time to quit the beat, 
the 'loos', the 'one-nighters' - for as sure 
as hell, he's not going to discover his 
hero (mounted on a spotless steed with 
pogo-stick in hand) cantering down the 
well worn path of the 'easy pick up'. The 
reason Gerard fails to find a life partner 
amid the superficialities of the gay bars, 
and other commercial twilight-people 
haunts, is simply because very few 
sincere types frequent these joints. That 
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Personally, I could never come at 
doing a beat, ,and logic-stilled visions of 
love's purity manifesting itself in a 
public 'loo' -·so my debut .necessitated 
the gay bar scene. Until recently there 
was little choice for an alternative -
especially in Melbournetown. Once the 
delicious novelty of comparative. 
anatomy diminished however, r felt 
much the same as Gerard 'feels . now, , 
emotionally-drained, frustrated and 



should be obvious. 
I must comment as well, on .the naive 

supposition that finding a hubby will 
automatically alleviate. Gerard's 
problems. Unless .he is- prepared to give 
the union his selfless all, only 
disappointment will result. Though 
refuting the common view that camp are 
promiscuous l:ly nature because .. of our 
broader moral attitude we do tend to 
minimise the importance of faithfulness, 
tenderness and the expression of _love in 
spheres other thim the_ physical. Camp 
marriages _ need to work on harder -and 
more understanding than heterosexual 
unions. We have more to lose as sincere 
partners are harder to find. Nevertheless, 
they do exist. But one must be 
discriminating. 

I wish Gerard well and can only hope 
that he utilizes his intelligence to .. quit 
that scene· before irreparable damage is 
done to his psyche. I suggest he visit the 
Sydney headquarters of 'CAMP INC''-: 
there the opportunity is extended.to mix 
with real and worthwhile members of 
the Camp community .. : people with 
the sensitivity to be concerned 1111ith the 
very real· problems confronting 
homosexuals and_ the· need to instigate 
change. Maybe during active 
participation in a cause o_ther than 
physical gratification he shall find the 
partner he is seeking._ Providing,_ of 
course, he is able to recognise the basic 
needs of.others as well. 

RAYNA. 

The Editors, _ 
SHEE IT!! 111 II All this idealistic 

diarrhoea . lamenting the presence of 
promiscuity .in Camp life. JESUS, why 
not simply accept the fact_ and try to live 
MINUS all the banal crapola surrounding 
'musical mattresses'. PROMISCUITY is, 
for lack of a better cliche, a 'necessary 
evil'. To- be even more precise -
PROMISCUITY IS; it's as simple as that! 
It's something to be accepted. It's one of 
those terribly basic things that SHOULD 
assist people to master the art of 
compromise; It's been part of every 
culture since it· became essential to 
supply ADAM & EVE with fig leaves! 

- It's up to the individual to keep it all 
within perspective. Surely one's own 
sense of values and basic INTEGRITY 
can accomplish this with a little bit of 
concentrated effort. It IS NOT a 
question of sacrificing one's own 
IDEALS. PROMISCUITY is ,one of the 

-things that SHOULD·provide a stimulus 
needed -to MODIFY & QUESTION the 
trumped-up reHgfous/social 'customs' 
imposed by today's fucked-up overall 
mentality: It's not a question of 'IS It 
NECESSARY?' or 'WHY CAN'T I FIND 
A SUITABLE PARTNER WITHOUT 
BALLING EVERYTHING IN PANTS 
BEFOREHAND?' - PROMISCUITY, _as 
such, is a product of our animal drives 
and/or instincts. Come to terms with the 
whole scene and one should be pretty 
much at peace with the world. · 

Tei quote JOHN WARE -:- "Half the 
hang-ups about homosexuality are 
caused by the homosexuals themselves••:· 
MY GOD! How do you ever hope to face 
life fair square · in the face with such 
attitudes as GERARD'S "PURE SEX IS 
POSSIBLE BUT ONLY IF BASED-ON 
PURE LOVE." (Letter to the Editors. 
MAY ISSUE). Christ, can't you just hear 
the double string quartet and cherubs 
wafting between these lines! Beats & 
bogs, bars & dances - they all serve 
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-._SIMILAR. · purposes. Many people, 
particularly camp, appear. to thrive on 

. _promiscuity. 'Sleeping-around' fo_rms an 
· int_egral part of camp society. There's no 

need -for you closet queens to blush -
we ALL KNOW IT'S VERY 
TRUE .... despite it all. After the dust 
settles from that last ·statement - I shall 
continue. The ·basic issue·at stake• is how 
one can ADAPT ·to. this 
situ ation ... Expounding, deliberating, 
remonstrating -- call it what you like -
it'll g1it exactly NOWHERE. Promiscuity 
is - something that transc·ends the 
'tongue-in-cheek' condemnations _ of 
catholicism and the rather out-dated 
moral codes that still grip, kicking and 
screaming to their ·mid-Victorian 

·parentage; i.e. ''If you close your eyes 
it's bound to go away sooner or later." 
Camp people are fai;ed with- an 
enormous- problem in the form - of 
promiscuity. The reasons ar_e numerous 
- too numerous to .mention here. 
However, camp tend to hold t_o this 
so-called 'taboo' as if it were rapidly 
.going out of style. · · 

Frustration, insecurity, loneliness, 
tension and last (but certainly not-least) 
a_ pure, simple, -earthy, satisfying 
F-U-C-K- they all go as part and parcel to 
the _whole promiscuous scene., Why fight 

· it. It's much easier and infinitely more 
fulfilling to try and _live with _ it. It 
doesn't mean one has to flog the bogs 
and various, assorted bars,· etc., if this 
isn't the thing desired._ However, they're 
there to serve a purpose ... so let it rock! 
Don't knock it if ·vou ain't tried it and 
press on regardless. Everybody is bound 
to meet their match someday. 

-- MIKE DELANEY. 

Dear Gerard, 

Will .you allow me.,- bejng almost 
three times your age - to commend you 
on your feelings .on promiscuity (as 
expressed in your letter to the May issue 
of Camp -Ink). The course on which,you 
have decided may b_e arduous, but, in my 
opinion, is the only one to make your 
life worth living. 

-You may ha_ve seen the current film 
"Five Easy Pieces" - this most reveaiing 

. and shattering exposure of the subject. It 
is almost dC>cumentary in its nature,. a 
heart-rending t,ile of .emotional 
bankruptcy and of ,m impotent heart. 
How bubbly is the intoxication .derived 
from 1111 those flighty conquests and how 
di$mal is the let-down of all the 

ensuing hangovers! As thrills and years 
are passing what can be left for this 
'Alfie', laid bare in all his misery? His is a 
road to boredom and. emptiness, most 
likely to be 'brightened' by alcoholism, 
drug addiction, crime or kindred 
stimulants. 

In homosexual relations, promiscuity 
Js· even more threatening_ as potential 
dange[. There is no sheet anchor of 
p,rocreation (alas! it has long ceased to 
be a reliable one for heterosel<Uals 
either), and the aimless drift is widely 
pursued · as the accepted mode of 
self-assertion. :it is misinterpreted as a 
strength of personality. and ever-needed 
proof -of attractiveness which, in tr,llth, is 
nothing but the reverse side of insecurity 
and weakness. 

Promiscuity, iri -any human: relation, 
is temporising and not fulfilling. We are 
born to ourselves and we die for 
ourselves and' yet; we are not meant to 
live in self:indulgence. I have known no 
greater satisfaction :than_ giving all I 'am 
and all I have to a fellow-creature~ I am 
emphatic in the use of singular, as each 
of us is lucky to find even one partner in 
a lifetime with whom such a relationship 
can be established and maintained. 
· Dear .. Gerard, you· are only 
twenty-one and show impatience at not 
yet having found your mate! How many 
hopes, how many illusions, how many~ 
disappointments -and heart-bre_aks are 
still waiting for you and yet - persevere! 
It may be years or decades before you 
attain what you're after. But when you 
do you will discover it was worth all the 
ordeals you had to undergo first. 

Don't spare yourself in finding and 
retaining your life's match. Be generous 
without reservation and if, at times, you 
suspect· you _ have· overspent, · ha_ve no 
regrets. This is a stake_ due for your own 
development and, if things failed to turn 
out the way you hoped don't just blame 
the other party -but have some merciless 
soul-searching for your own mistakes. It 
will · make you wiser for the next phase 
of· your -- pursuit We '•an have our 
weaknesses, handicaps and problems and 
the more you can · allow for them by 
understanding, the richer you will find 
the flow that binds you to_ your 
fellow-creature. · . 

A final wo_rd of warning: the shyn'ess 
whicli you seem to claim as · your 
perogatiiie could easily stand in your 
way -to su~cess. Self-realisation is a virtue 
only if 'it is a 'battle-cry. Once you have 
recognised yourself _as what you are go 
to work to make -yourself better and 
freer. Wha_t is the use of admitting to 
ourselves that we: are lazy or mistrustful 
if we a·re· not prepared to effect the 
necessary changes? And if y<>u _ have a 
mind, _ intelligence and heart, why 
barricade it all behind your shyness 
instead of opening it out for 
communication an_d reciprocity. __ 

Judging. from your letter you tiave 
travelled quite some distance during 
recent months but, , -_am. afraid~ more 
bumpy stretches _lie_ ahead of you. If 
cynics tell you that · my ideals are 
starry~eyed and impractical, do i:esttheir 
happinesii· ·and· then make your 
conclusions. It_ has been my experience 
that .only complete 'and a!l..enveloping I 

absorption in a life's partner can lend 
sense and direction to one's own 
exisfance a11d . it_ is with my sincerest 
wishes that I_ hope you will have the 
opportunity ~o endorse my words. 

Your senior friend. 

Dear Gerard: -

I have read you"r letter with great· 
interest, feeling for you very deeply, in 
your sincerity. · 

Possibly you subscribe to the Church 
of Rome, since they seem able in many 
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C811S; to bring about the repression of 
innate drives, until a late. stage in 
development. 

There can be some validity in these 
attitudes. however, although the practical 
aspects appear to have become lost in 
tradition. 

You mention Moral pressures, as if 
they · vvere something separate from 
Religion. I wonder if. you feel that they 
are, in your case? 

If we. subscribe to a system of 
morality, whether we. regard it as based 
on a Religious Ethic or not, it must be 
practical, and therefore scientific. There 
can not. be any division between the 
practicalities of True Religion and 
Science, and . therefore any Practical 
system of Morality is at once both 
Religious and Scientific. 

Your attitude of mind, contains the 
essence of Absolute Truth and Reality, 
and will most assuredly be vindicated, .in 
the fullness of time. · 

.1 think it is quite possible that you 
are· often surprised at the number of 
apparent "coincidences" which occur in 
your life, but this is another story, so 
let us back to your letter, and your 
deep spiritual longing for your Soulmate, 

To attempt to deny Sexuality, is to 
attempt to deny Existence, or Reality. 
This is a truism, and as such, must apply 
also to our sister Lesbians, in fact, to all 
of creation. 

You state the very Truth of the 
matter, when you say that you do not 
reaily want "sex" for itself at all, but 
something "higher than just sex". 

How different this world would be 
today. if all people of either Homosexual 
or Heterosexual persuasion were to 
accept and apply this proposition to 
their own relationships, in their everyday 
lives - .I love You, and I am going to 
·prove it :- By. my every ACTION and 
DEED .,.. with my WHOLE BEING - I 
LIVE FOR YOU. . 

The Ideal of Love, will from time to 
time demand and require physical sexual 
manifestation. To attempt to ignore or 
conceal this fact, will result in the 
development of great and unnecessary 
psychic pressures. 

Love is the fulfilment of. the law, and 
the edict "What God has joined together, 
let no man put asunder" is as valid for a 
Homosexual relationship, as indeed it 
should be for a Heterosexual 
relationship. 

In seeking Love, and in placing it' 
ahead of "just sex" you not only seek · 
Truth, of which you should not be 
afraid, but you-c:l..ii)n fact come very close 
to it. To that which mankind has sought 
since his banishment, since his loss of 
identity, since his immersion in a sea of 
frustration in this life. 

-Do not be disillusioned, what you are 
attempting to prove is practical, very 
practical indeed. However, many are the 
pitfalls along the way. 

To have experienced the lack of, or 
loss of the Ideal Love relationship which 
you seek, is to have died a thousand 
deaths. 
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Avoid the temptation to experiment 
with a duality of attitudes (by this I 
mean Hetrosexual, as well as 
Homosexual) and you will find this will 
further enable you · to develop your 
logical Ideal of True Love, enriching 
you·r · personality anc;I individuality 
spiritually, to the point where you will 
attract that which you earnestly desire 
so much. 

A duality of attitudes will develop 
and ''fix" feelings of guilt. The singular 
(Homosexual) attitude will not bring this 
guilt feeling, if dealt with logically. · 

Your absolution from guilt, arises, 
because of the triumph over "just sex", 
of your Ideal of Love. You should 
accept this as a fact of life, and when 
seeking release, either in your solitary 
state, or within your Homosexual 
relationship, devote yourself to your 
Creator, and your Ideal of Love 
personified. Cherish and hold fast to that 
which is good. Thus you will grow in 
stature, morally rewarded by a divine 

. release of the Soul - Your Ideal is 
attainable - the investigation of this 
great mystery at the very source of life 
will prove fruitful to you - the beauty 
of Spirit Which you. seek, can be found. 
It rests in the Truth of an undying Love. 

That you have to seek it in 
clandestine ways, is one of the greatest 
tragedies of our present way of life. 
However, you shO\lld a fine worthwhile 
lad, and I am sure that as you tread the 
path,. you will find Harmony and 
fulfilment entering into your life. My 
Son, you are not alone. 

Public acceptance will come 
automatically, as people begin to see 
working the benefits of a way of life, too 
long disregarded as being degenerate, by 
those who are too weak to investigate 
the Truth. Everyone seeks a permanent 
relationship, based on Love, however 
although all may seek, not everyonewill 
find. ~ . 

Fo(· far too mc1ny have sought · to 
deny the very existence of True Love, 
and-in their denial, is sown the very seed 
of their downfall. "Hang ups" we tend 
to call them these days, and many 
people seem to believe that they can 
educate themselves out of them. 

They will however, find that this is 
impossible, for if one has not obeyed the 
law, one must expect to have to take the 
consequences. This is Science. This is 
Religion. This .is Truth, and we must 
very urgently appreciate this, for it is 
latiir than we think, and no time to be 
confused. 

My Son, My thoughts are with you, 
You ,WI LL succeed, 

ERIC. 

The Editors, 
In reply to Gerard's letter. (May 

Issue). To quote 'Pure Sex Is Possible 
But Only If It's Based On Pure Love". 
Pull your finger out and come back
down to earth for your own sake. You 
have got to be kidding! As little Red 
Riding Flood said to the wolt .wfien 

threatened with certain death. 
"GOBBLE, GOBBLE, GOBBLE 
JESUS CHRIST DOESN'T ANYBODY 
FUCK ANYMORE." 

The Editor, 

DEMENTIA PRAECOX 
(Just for the sake of it). 

Because of my never-ending search 
for new·avenues of publication on behalf 
of my poetry. is foremost with me, I've 
discovered an English magazine - Arena 
Three - monthly for women. 

To quote part of a letter' sent to me 
by Polly Duncan - "Arena Three is run 
by voluntary Minorities Research Trust 
which deals mainly with the problems of 
homosexual women - jobs, marriage and 
legal aspects, and possibly the largest 
problem of all - loneliness. Arena Three 
is not a social group or a club and does 
not intend entering this. field. The 
magazine circulates .in 14 countries 
besides the U.K. and we depend on 
articles and information being sent in by 
our subscribers." · 

There are .articles by Iris Murdoch 
who has achieved great eminence as one 
of Europe's leading novelists. Press clips 
from · "The Observer. Review" 
"Guardian/' "Daily Mirror" and "Th~ 
Sunday Times". - all on homosexuality. 
Interviews, Free Speech Section, articles 
on Women's Lib and book reviews. 
· If there are any women members of 
Camp Inc interested in this publication 
I'll be 011ly _too pleased to pass on their 
address to you. Communication between 
such magazines as Arena Three and 
Camp Ink can only help strengthen both. 

Write to: Stephanie Bennett, 
86 Adams Street, 
DEAGON; Qld. 4017. 

The Editors, 
The last two issues of CAMP INK 

have featured articles concerning the 
position of Homosexuals in .relation to 
the · churches .and the teachings of 
CHRIST. 

Whatever may be said, pro and con, 
by individual priests, ministers and other 
theologians of the Anglican · and 
Protestant churches, the Roman Catholic 
position is firm and clea.r. There is no 
condonation, · in any circumstances for 
homosexual acts, nor for heterosexual 
acts outside of marriage. 

Therefore, the R.C. - homosexual 
grows up from puberty, fighting a battle 
with his sexual desires. He will spend 
many hours · in the confessional each 
month, followed by periods of celibate 
living. Then, when -the sexual_ desire 
becomes overwhelming, he will throw 
chastity aside, and saturate himself with 
sexual excitement and activity. Most 
confessors will show every sympathy for 
the homosexual but the position is firm. 

I am convinced that many R.C.s· 
marry, assuming that heterosexual 
activity . will nullify their homosexual 
desires. This may be so in some cases but 
not in my own. If it Were possible to 
re-live my life I would marry and have 
children but I ·would tell my partner the 
truth before marriage. Only in this way 
can we avoid hurting our wives later in 
life - or giving them a feeling of 
frustration. My advice to a young 
homosexual contemplating marriage 
would be: Go ahead but tell her .the 
truth first and let it be her decision. 

RONAL 



Toward A Christian Understanding Of The Homosexual 
H. Kimball-Jones. SCM Press. Price $1.60. 

( 160 pages, including refs.) 

Kimball-Jones criticises the churches for their attitude to 
homosexuality quite strongly, by pointing out that they have 
condemned something they do not understand. Many people 
still condemn homosexuals without first trying to evaluate 
what little knowledge there is about them. Kimball-Jones does 
not repeat this same error. In the first part of this book there 
is one of the most masterly analyses of facts concerning 
homosexuality that I have ever read. In intr?ducing e~ch 
theory, he· states evidence of alternate theones, and wtth 
absolute honesty, will leave a conclusion uncertain unless there 
is' overwhelming evidence to support one side or the other. . 

In destroying the myths surrounding homosexuality, by 
showing that supposedly typical behaviour is_ only that_ of !he 
conspicuous minority, he also destroys a lot of scientific 
theory. He points out that certain scientific theories "can be 
applied with some certainty only to those homosexuals who 
have sought ·help through therapy. We must be careful not to 
generalise their application to all hom?sexuals."_ In o~y o~e 
·case does he take a biased stand; m defending Kinsey s 
statistical data from Bergler's non-statistical criticism. He later 
uses some of Bergler's theories to show that "even medical 
clinicians · are not immune to_ common prejudices and 
emotional reactions to homosexuality". It all adds up to my 
conclusion 1hat Bergler is a ratbag. · . . 

Analysing whether homosexuality is a disease, 
Kimball-Jones uses the results of Evelyn Hooker who sought 
homosexuals' who did not_ seek psychiatric help. Other 
psychologists had formed.their conclusions from homose~uals 
who had come to.them professionally. The outcome of it all 
was that Hooker's homosexuals were quite sane. She stressed 
that. "Criminal behaviour or severe emotional maladjustment, 
and child molestation, are not more likely to be found in this 
group than in comparable groups of heterosexual individuals. 
To this group belong many of our ~ost useful an~ able 
citizens in all walks of life." The conclusion to all that is that 
there are,'tW9 kinds of homosexual, those who seek psychiatric 
help, wli:o _ are sick, and those. who don'.t, who aren't. Most 
psychologis!s have !each<:d their conclusions ,rfter so~e very 
skew sampling; theu patients after _they h~d treated them. 

Something which I had not considered is treated very well 
in this book. If you are very seriously upset by your 
homosexuality then you can be "cured", i.e. become 

· heterosexual ~r a better homosexual, Th.ere are millions of 
people .who go through periods of homosexuality that are not 
life-long phenomena. Psychiatric help could help rou reach the 
transition more quickly. For all ofus who are quite content to 
be homosexual, .we are considered well and cannot be cured. 
However, if you have only just realised you ar~ ho~osexual or 
are troubled by it, I sedously recommend reading this book.• 
- Kimball-Jones · does point out that most homosexuals do 

not want to change and society is just going to have to accept 
them and live with them. Particularly, the church must accept 
us, or them - whatever. Having excellently analysed what a 
homosexual is and is not, and that there are a lot of very good 
ones, he goes onto the churche~' attitudes to homose:1'-ual!ty. 
He mentions · Bailey and his work on the __ histoncal 
development of the Christian attitude towar~ the homosexual, 
which ends with 1:Jie Middle Ages "because it does not appear 

· that the tradition has undergone any significant alteration 
since that time." 

All the theory on the church would b'e better app!eciated 
by a Christian or a philosopher. He reaches the conclus10':1 that 
homosexuals are sinners like everybody else and are child~en 
of God. He bases the sin of homosexuality on natural law, 1.e. 
that man was made to get off witµ women in order to have 

· children, and not on the Sodom story which he disputes, and 
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the Paulrnvings which he reckons pertain to prostitution and 
worshipping idols. Even the Levitic-us-. bits he passes over. 
Actually I don't mind being stoned for homosexuality except 
for the hangover the next morning. His natural law bit about 
men and womeQ might be biblical but it isn't Christian .. Read 
Matthew Chapter 19, verse 12. Jesus accepts that there are 
people who are unable to marry, or who do ':1-ot want to'. for 
one reason or another. Read the modern version of the Bible. 
The old version has a dirty word. _ 

Unlike "Time For Consent"; by N. Pittenger, reviewed in 
CAMP INK Vo. 1, No. 6, which gives a very sympathetic 
conclusion "Toward A Christian Understanding Of The 
Homosexu;.i", does not do a great deal for homosexuals .in the 
eyes of the church. It would dispel a lot of bigot!Y if all dergy 
were given it to read. (It would make a good Chnstmas present 
for your local priest). Both books emphasise t~at homosexuals 
do not seduce children or heterosexual panshoners and are 
quite well-behaved in churches. My personal view is that there 
are onlytWQ unnatural sexual acts, total abstinence, and the 
physically impossible. I thought _"Time For Consent~• would 
give Christian homosexuals (barnng post-graduate philosophy 
students) a _ great deal of comfort. The definition o~ love 
seemed to exclude unrequitedlove, whichleaves me out m the 
cold but thatis a minor criticism. · ·_ . · · 

If you have 'problems equating your honfosexualit~ with 
your Christian beliefs., I recommend both books, or if you 
don't have any problems but would H~e. to help others_ ~ho 
have difficulty with homosexual opimons, and Christian 
attitudes (notably heterosexuals) buy the books for them. In 
essence, grotty and depraved or !1-ormal ~d nice, God loves us 
all. With hang-ups like that, He. is not goi!lg to w~rry about_ a 
few million homos in His houses. (Sorry girls, She is not ... m 
Her houses.) 


